
The Early Renaissance
Painting, sculpture and architecture of early renaissance 
art through an exploration of narrative and style.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZE7xfoh6rVw


The Tribute Money 
Masaccio

(Brancacci Chapel, Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence)

Key Points

● Painted by Masaccio
● Commissioned by Brancacci Family 
● The story of the Tribute Money is told in three 

separate scenes within the same fresco 
● Use of Tempera paint
● Fresco- painting on wet plaster 
● His figures are realistic, solid and have natural looking 

expressions and gesture
● Drapery
● Linear Perspective
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3Biblical Scene 
3 Scenes 

1 Narrative

Scene 2:
We see Peter kneeling 
down and retrieving the 
money from the mouth of 
a fish.

Scene 1:
The tax collector (the figure in the 
foreground in a short orange tunic 
and no halo) demands tax money 
from Jesus. Jesus instructs Peter to 
catch a fish in the river beside them. 

Scene 3:
St. Peter pays the tax 
collector. In the fresco, the tax 
collector appears twice, and 
St. Peter appears three times.



Masaccio (1401-1428)-Early Renaissance 

Masaccio revived the style that Giotto had first developed 100 
years earlier. He created 3-dimensional figures, placed them in 

a landscape and used perspective to create the illusion of 
Space. His figures are realistic, solid and have natural looking 

expressions and gestures. His work inspired many other 
painters of the Early Renaissance. 

Composition 
● We can see three groups of figures placed in a simple 

background/setting. - Christ stands in the centre of the main 
group in his blue robe and red tunic. - He points to the lake as 
does St Peter to our Left. 

● A tax collector stands in front of the group demanding money, his tunic is 
bright red and shorter than the rest. 

●  St Peter can again be seen as a lone figure to the left as he leans down to 
the water - to take money from the mouth of a fish. 

● We then can see St Peter on the right giving money into the hand of a 
resigned tax man. 

●  In the background we can see mountains which look far away. 
● A building stands to the right and we can see how Masaccio uses 

perspective to create a sense of foreshortening in the building. The lines in 
the building all lead to the back of Christ’s head. This brings our yes to 
Christ who is in the Centre. 

Theme/Subject Matter 
● This is a religious painting. It tells the story of Christ and the tax collector. 

- The tax collector demands money from the apostles. Christ who carries 
none sends Peter to collect money from a fish in the lake to pay the 
collector.

Treatment of the figures. 
●  The figures are all individualistic in appearance. 
● They are solid looking and they are strongly modelled in tone to make them 

look 3-d. - Most of the figures are all looking inward towards Christ and draw 
our attention to the action. 

● The all show various types of emotion, but mostly hostility towards the tax 
collector. - Masaccio even places the figures higher up the painting to create 
the sense that they are further away from Christ. 



The Brancacci Chapel 
“The Tribute Money” 
Top right panel 



Demonstration 1: 
“The Tribute Money” 
Choose one scene in the painting. 
Create your own fresco, painting on wet plastic using tempera paint 
with using egg yolk & chalk pigment. 

Breakdown of 3 scenes 
& demonstration :

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1f55RHpFEr7oAvH-uYFmL8env7fZr8jNz/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1f55RHpFEr7oAvH-uYFmL8env7fZr8jNz/preview


Relief 













Demonstration Materials Needed 

Here’s an 
ASMR version 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oMPG9_Shqdb7mMSNioHvsCR9KUmPUnRg/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OKiaThAyKBft8TDMDOjvWRdVXOx1BJR4/preview


Architecture 
The Dome of the Cathedral of St.Maria del 
Fiore in Florence 

Image - National Geographic 



The Dome 
of the 
Cathedral 
of St.Maria 
del Fiore in 
Florence 



Image - www.brunelleschisworld.com

https://sites.google.com/site/wwwbrunelleschisworldcom/


Template 

Materials neededDome Demo

Dome Demo

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FSXto1-yrFP7SV22Ey4yfCE1mC7lS3e0/preview


- This might come in handy for 
differentiation in the classroom. 

- Learners that might prefer tactile 
activities / sensory tasks will possibly 
respond better. 

- It also simplifies a complex structural 
task and aids the learner in 
understanding structure and material. 

Alternative Dome Demo - Clay Pinch 
pot 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14RjrU1uswlmnuH2FSGTuOlhatUa5JXTg/preview


The Dome of 
the Cathedral 
of St.Maria del 
Fiore in 
Florence 



The herringbone design is 
sometimes described informally as 
simply a "zigzag" pattern. Used on a 
fabric (in contrast to its use in 
masonry in laying bricks or in a 
herringbone stamped concrete 
pattern), the constituent shape is 
usually the V rather than the L.

Structure / Pattern / Repetition 



Herringbone pattern technique: 
- Selection of equally sized rectangular 

pieces of card

- On a seperate sheet find the midpoint 
and mark down the centre

- Begin to place a single rectangle slightly 
overlapping the midpoint line 

- Place it at a 45 degree angle and begin 
layering the other rectangles. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ldY0A30ik7nI9RYA4HizJqT0gr1XgyYS/preview

